1: BUILD A BIRD

Materials
A
• Build a Bird cards
• Bird Identification cards
• SAC stickers
C
• crayons
Loose Items
• SAC notebooks
You provide
• blank paper
Preparation
• Load video: Science
Action Club Citizen
Science.
Great blue heron
Ardea herodias
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Today’s mission is to investigate bird shapes and features.
15 min. | inside

Science
Action Club
Citizen
Science

Welcome to Science Action Club!
Over the next few weeks, you will become expert bird scientists, called ornithologists. Through games and experiments, you will
investigate local birds and examine characteristics that make birds unique. Each day, you will get a new mission to help focus
your adventure. Your mission today is to investigate bird shapes and features.
Birds are fun to investigate because they are easy to find and they display interesting behaviors such as flying, strutting,
and feeding. They are also important for science. Changes in birds’ behavior and seasonal migrations can indicate when the
environment and climate is changing. As citizen scientists, you will spend the next few weeks watching birds to study the
diversity of species in your area.
•
•
•

Pass out SAC notebooks and pencils, SAC stickers and Birds buttons.
To get started, watch the Science Action Club Citizen Science video (3 min.) to learn more about your mission.
Create club agreements and expectations and write them on the board. Explain and practice an attention-getting signal.

What birds have you seen around your school and home? Create a master list of your neighborhood birds and place it on the
board. As you observe new birds during your club experience add them to your master list.
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15 min. | inside

Draw a Bird
1. Everybody gets one Bird Identification card. Keep the photo and name on the card
The first drawing will likely be
hidden!
simple, and that’s okay! This
2. Find a partner. Describe the bird on your card for your partner to draw, but
activity is designed to get the
don’t say what kind of bird it is. Remember to use details. Your partner can ask
youth to notice details they might
questions.
not normally pay attention to.
3. After five minutes, compare the drawing to the photo. How is the bird you drew
similar to or different from the bird that was described to you?
4. Then, switch roles. Listen carefully to your partner’s details to draw the bird on his or her card. Apply the lessons you
learned in the first round to improve your communication in the second.

30 min. | inside

Build a Bird
A bird’s body has features specially adapted for the environments in which it lives. For example, birds with webbed

Activity 1: Build a Bird

feet use them as paddles in the water. The size and shape of beaks, feet, and feathers can provide clues about what birds eat and
how they behave. Minor differences in physical features can be major keys to identifying a species.
All birds have a beak, legs, wings, and a body. Use these key features to devise an original bird that is adapted for its
environment.
1. At random, choose one of each Build a Bird card. Then, assemble your bird.
2. Describe what its habitat might be like based on its body parts. Use your imagination!
• What does it eat?
• Where and how much does it walk?
• Where and how far does it fly?
3. Feathers can help a bird stand out or blend in. Color your bird to help it attract a mate or hide from predators.
4. Describe your bird to the other members of the club.
Share out: What makes your bird unique? How would someone identify it? How would you sort the birds you created based on
similarities?

Call to action:
How to Draw
Birds

Call to action: As you see birds in your neighborhood, notice differences in their beaks, legs, wings, and bodies. Try your hand at
drawing different birds while paying close attention to shapes and features. For inspiration, check out How to Draw Birds.

Attendance & feedback: How many youth attended? How did it go? Record notes here, then click or scan the link to let us know.

How did it go?
Let us know!

Activity 1: Build a Bird
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